Automatic cutting machine - ZA 630
◼ Flexible
The ZA 630 automatic cutter allows you to rolls of material in the
size and quantity you need.

◼ Fast
Frequently required sizes and quantities are conveniently stored
and can be selected at the touch of a button. The Becker ZA 630
has an up-to-date electrical system thanks to the latest control
technology from Siemens.

◼ Cost-Effective
Rolls are more cost-effective than expensiv pre-cuts. No need to
store different sizes of material. You cut your material as and
when required.

◼ Modular
The modular design of the machine safeguards yout investment
over the long term. Adapting it to meet changing requirements at
any times is easily done by retrofitting and upgrading.

Technical specification
Roll width
Machine width
Machine depth
Machine height
Machine weight
Material thickness
Roll diameter
Roll weight standard
Roll weight heavy-duty
Power consumption
Sound level

ZA 630 – 15
1500 mm
2200 mm
650 mm
1270 mm
360 kg
max. 6mm
max. 1000 mm
max. 200 kg
max. 300 kg
4,2 A
70 dB (A)

Automatic cutting machine made by
Becker
The automatic cutting machine ZA 630 made by
Becker ist the latest development for cutting
flexible blanks from different materials, such as
film, paper, corrugated cardboard or foam. The
precision-guided cutting carriage and a material
press-on with rubber lips can compensate for
unevenness in the material and achieve high
cutting accuracies.

Please contact us for other options and
customisations or if you have any further
questions.

ZA 630 – 20
2000 mm
2700 mm
650 mm
1270 mm
420 kg

Features:
◼ Operater terminal with touch

◼

◼
◼
◼
Additional longitudinal
separation unit with a variable
number of longitudinal cutters
for producing different blanks!

◼
◼
◼
◼

screen. User-friendly service
menu in plain-text display
Material press-on by means of
rubber lips to flexibly
compensate or material
unevenness
Rotary pulse encoder and
preselection counter
Electronic feed rate monitoring
including slip compensation
Blade-changing magazine with
cutting knife or blade
Blank end control with automatic
shutdown
Siemens S7 controller
Precision-guided cutting carriage
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